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CSUSB faces women's issues 
THE 
VOLUME 26 ISSUE 15 CAL STATE, SAN BERNARDINO MAY 25,1992 
Debate asks 'Who Decides?' 
by Stacy McClendon 
Chronicle managing editor 
The seminar was called, "The Abortion Debate: 
Who Decides?" and debate began before the two 
speakers, Kate Michaelman and Susan Smith ar­
rived. 
Members from the California Abortion Rights 
Action League greeted at­
tendees at the Tuesday, 
May 18 abortion debate 
with literature on chal­
lenges to abortion rights. 
Similarly, members of a 
Moreno Valley church 
were passing out flyers 
feauiring large, color pic­
tures of aborted fetuses. 
The real exchange 
was waiting for the audi­
ence inside. That's when 
Michaelman, the Executive Director of the National 
Abortion Rights Action League, and Smith, the As­
sociate Legislative Director of the National Right to 
Life Committee faced off on one of the dominant 
issues on the American political scene. 
Determined by a coin toss, Michaelman spoke 
first Her story is both political and personal. In 1970, 
Michaelman's husband deserted her and her three 
daughters. Shortly thereafter she found herself pow, 
alone and pregnant. 
Unlike most women in her situation before Roe 
Michaelman 
V .  Wade, she was able to obtain a legal abortion, but 
only after subjecting herself to the mercy of an all-
male board which decided that in her circumstances, 
she should be able to obtain an abortion. 
When she arrived at the hospital, she was in­
formed she needed one more approval-from the hus­
band that had just deserted her. 
"I made what I believe was, in that situation, the 
most moral decision I ever made," Michaelman said, 
citing her responsibility to 
her three young daughters. 
That is why she has 
spent the past several years 
working for abortion 
rights. She said she speaks 
on "several hundred" oc­
casions each year. 
"It is important to me 
to help people understand 
the values and principles 
inherent" in the abortion 
rights crusade she said. 
'This is not a job for me. It's a life." 
Through the entire evening, Michaelman stressed 
that "We are not pro-abortion. We would like to see 
fewer abortions." However, she noted that there 
would never be a complete end to abortion. 
What she did say was that it was not the 
government's place to decide. 
"It is about fundamental American values. It is 
dangerous to allow government to listen to one reli­
gious group at the expense of the rights of others." 
see DEBATE,"page 8 
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Alleged rape victim 
flees to campus 
by Nataiie Romano 
Chronicle staff writer 
An alleged rape that took 
place just off- campus, but was 
reported to on- campus police, 
has been the subject of ccxisid^-
able speculation among students 
over die past two weeks. 
In an unusual report, called 
a "significant incident rqxiit," 
made to the univmity ]nesident 
and vice- presi­
dent, campus po­
lice said that on 
May 7 they "re­
sponded to the 
grass area west 
of the Main lot 
regarding a nude 
female, who al­
leged she had 
been sexually 
assualted by two 
unknown Mexi­
can males." 
The report 
adds, howevCT, that "the victim 
admitted to the r^ficers that she 
was a working prostitute." 
The woman, not a CSUSB 
student, told campus police that 
she had been picked up by three 
men off-campus and driv^ to 
the area west of Northpark Blvd. 
near the CSUSB campus. She 
then told the police that "she was 
assaulted and beaten" by two of 
the three men, stated the special 
report 
According to the "official" 
police report, not the "signifi­
cant incident report", the victim, 
a black woman, made her way to 
The alleged victim 
"started running 
through the brush 
with one of the 
men chasing her; 
she ended...here 
at the university." 
the area near the university 
president's parking space wh^ 
"she was screaming. ..that she had 
been r^ied." 
She told university police, 
accOTding to their report, she had 
been "fwced to oralOy) copulate 
two of the three Hispanic male 
adults." The report said that af-
tCT one tore her clothes off, he 
"fcneed her onto the gro&nd and 
had sex with her from behind, his 
penis penetrating her vagina." In 
addition, she 
said that two of 
the men "contin­
ued beating h«^" 
through the in­
cident. 
According 
to the campus 
police report, the 
alleged rape 
took place in Uie 
field behind the 
San Bernardino 
city water tanks 
west of the uni-
v^ity. The victim told police 
that, after it was over, she got 
away and "started running 
through the brush with one of the 
males chasing her; she 
ended...here at the univa-sity." 
Since the alleged i^re took 
place off-campus. San Bernar­
dino were called to 
ccmduct th^ investigation. In ad­
dition, the victim was treated on 
uni v^ity grounds by the the San 
Bernardino Fire Par^edics. 
Last month, the San Bernar­
dino Police Department had re­
sponded to another rape in the 
same general vicinity. 
Illegitimate* 
Privacy doesn't protect abortion 
byNellandlCDerry 
Chronicle staff writer 
With the present conservmive Supreme 
Court decision on the Pennsylvania Abor­
tion Law coming this summer, and immi­
nent destruction looming in future for 
Roe vs. Wade, it is imperative for students to 
understand the reasoning behind these deci­
sions and the illegitimacy of the "Freedom 
of Choice Act" now under consideration by 
Congress. 
The arguments against the overturning 
of Roe, and for the attempt by Congress to 
create a "right" to abortion, have extended 
the unenumerated"right to privacy" to abor­
tion. This privacy code was originally cre­
ated to protect the traditional privacy of the 
government-sanctioned institution of mar­
riage. This right was never intended to blan­
ket all forms of human action. If it had, 
activities such as drug abuse, prostitution, 
and pomography would exist beyond gov­
ernment c(Mitrol. 
It surprises most people, but nowhere 
within the Constitution are the words "pri­
vacy" or "abortion" even mentioned. But, 
with the Courts of the late '60s and early 
'70s, suffering from hallucinations, ludi­
crous decisions of this type became com­
mon. (Not since the Dred Scott case of 1857 
had we seen such an obvious demonstration 
of Constitutional perversion.) 
The fact that the Framers and addi-
see ILLEGITIMATE,"page8 
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'Choice* 
Why is government involved? 
by Jeff Lowe 
Chronicle staff writer 
The argument is concmiing the 
right of a woman to have an abortion. 
I am not going to argue the general 
issue of the government invading the 
privacy of women. Rather I am going 
to discuss why is the Government get­
ting involved at all? 
In my qpinion the "right' to an 
abortion is merely the informed deci­
sion of a woman to have a medical 
procedure. Whether her actions are 
immoral is none of the concern of her 
neighbor, her employer, or her Ccm-
gressman. 
The argument between pro-life and 
pKxhoice is a topic that should never 
have been dragged into the political 
arena. Instead the issue of abortion 
should have remained the social, sexual 
tq)ic that it is. 
The objection I make is that the 
government became involved at all. Be­
cause once they became involved they 
will always be entangled in the issue. 
But I think we can resolve the issue by 
doing three things: strikedown the Penn­
sylvania Abortion Law, cease funding 
abortion clinics and deny the Supreme 
Court the ability to hear cases on abor­
tion. 
In doing these three things the Gov-
see 'CHOICE, ' paged 
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Students, instructors to share budget burden 
Affordable education escaping California, Chancellor says 
by Kevin KeHey 
Chronicle staff v¥riter 
The CalifcHnia State Univer­
sity system, whosecredo isaff(»d-
able higher education for all, is on 
the verge of a 40 percent fee in­
crease making its credo almost 
unattainable. Yet,thesystemflnds 
the increase a necessity fcM* its sur­
vival. 
Barry Munitz, Chancellor of 
the CSU system, says that "fa-
more than 30 years the st^*s 
Master Plan fa- Higher Education 
reached fa goals far beyoid any 
set by otho* educational institu­
tions." But the wdghty dreams of 
the plan and the meager fundmg 
by the state in recrat years has 
spelled doon fa higher educmion 
HI California. 
Warren Fox, diiecta of the 
Post Secoiday Education Com­
mission, which advises the govei-
na and the Legislative on higher 
education policy, agrees with 
Munitz. He feels th^ the CSU 
syston is in 5nancial troid:>le. 
TheCal State system reedves 
no constitutiondly guaranteed 
Pn^sitioH 98 money,as thecon-
munity colleges 6o, na does it 
have the financi^ indqieodence 
that the state Constitution grants 
to the Universtty of Cdifbnua sys­
tem. Fox adds the tbeCSU system 
"finds itself in a very d^fici^po-
sitiai." 
The 20 campuses, and die 
ChsKeUa's (XSm die C^-
fomia SUate Uoiver^y, are prima­
rily finaK^ by the ttnpayers of 
Callfomia. Of the $2 billion total 
yearly coa, a projected $ 1.69 bil­
lion is supplied by the state, ac-
coi^aglo^ Source of Funds and 
AvoageCo^repat. Thestudent 
feesand siq^xxt hom other sources 
mdce q) the rest of the money. 
The state of California divides 
up tax dollars into three areas: 
welfare, the school system, and 
evoything else (CHP, DM V, etc.). 
Fa the first lime ever in 19^-91, 
the state found itself in a budget-
ary defkk. Plainly, it had allo­
cs^ mae funds out than it was 
receiving through taxes. At the 
end die year the state was $7 
dllkm in thie red. 
The $7 dllion was made up 
by roCTg half the money fron 
Dew/higlter taxes and the other half 
was made q) in a "one time only 
UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE 
MSOM 
Master of Science in Operations Management 
A curriculum focused on managing for competitive advantege 
Resource Allocation 
Quality Management 
International Operatkms 
Logistics 
Manufacturing ^ategies 
Capacity Planning 
Scheduling 
Project Management 
Materials Control 
Service Management 
MBA 
Master of Business Administration 
Curriculum options are available for students who hold 
a bachelor's degree either in business administration 
Graduate Business Programs 
Contmuing a Tradition of 
DISTINCTION 
INNOVATION 
COMMITMENT 
EXCELLENCE 
Information Meetings 
Call for Campus Map and 
1LS.V.P. 
Wednesday, April 29di 
6:00 - 730 p.iiL 
President's Dining Room 
Saturday, May 2nd 
9K)0 -10:30 a.in. 
President's Dining Room 
For additional information write or raU; 
Graduate Information Office 
University of La Verne 
1950 Third Street 
La Verne, Calif<M-nia 91750 
(714) 593-3511, extension 4503 
Accredited by the Western Association of 
School and Colleges 
Adlwirftas® 
in ftla® 
10 percent fee increase" of the 
CSU fees. 
It is projected that this year's 
budget is in even worse shape. 
Governor Pete Wilson has su^ 
that he is in favor of a decrease of 
funds fa the CSU system. The 
lessening would be made up in 
escalating student fees. 
On April 7, the state Assem­
bly voted on a budget package that 
would increase fees by lOpercent. 
The package now goes to the leg­
islature and, if aqiroved, awaits 
Gov. Wilson's signature. 
"They keep telling everyone 
they've approved a 10 percent in­
crease, but it's really 20 percent," 
said Jeff Chang, a Sacramento 
based representative of the state 
student association, referring to 
the "one-time oily" increase of 
the previous year. 
Chang believes that the Cali­
fornia Faculty Association, the 
unionized teachers aganization of 
which 70 percent of the CSU fac­
ulty belong, could help alleviated 
some of the cost. 
Teachers pay? 
The CFA is asking for its an­
nual cost of living increase, which 
has been denied for the last two 
years, and its Merit Salary Adjust­
ments (MSA) which have been 
denied the last year. The CFA is 
also asking to be left out of the 5 
percent wage reduction being 
implemented on all state employ­
ees. 
"If state employees on the 
whole are not getting raises, then 
why should the CSU people" says 
NURSING 
OPPORTUNITIES 
WITH A BONUS 
We have $5000 for 
nurses with BSNs who want 
to be a part of our health 
care team. We offer a 
competitive salary and 
benefits package along 
with the pride and respect 
that come with being an 
Army officer. 
Check with your Army 
Nurse Representative to see 
if you qualify. Call; 
I-SOO-USA-ARMY 
ARMY NUR^ORPS. 
BE ALUJLOl^AN BE: 
Chang. He adds, "what distin­
guishes the CSU faculty from other 
civil serviceemployees on the slate 
payroll." 
Dr. Michael Clarke, head of 
the CSU San Bernardino branch 
of the CFA, explains thai 10,000 
classes (system wide) have been 
deleted. Tbat increased the exist­
ing workload and is the key reason 
for the faculty's desire for exclu­
sion in the wage reduction. 
Chancellor Munitz has placed 
a June 5 deadline on all 20 CSU 
campuses to come up with an 8 
percent budget cut Along with 
the budget cut, it was suggested by 
San Diego State President Tho­
mas Day, at a recent meeting held 
in Long Beach, that the remaining 
faculty and staff take a 10 percent 
pay cut to avoid even further lay­
offs. The CTA and the California 
State Employees Assn., the two 
largest (I^al State unions collec­
tively representing over 30,000 
employees, balked at Day's idea. 
The CFA and the CSEA feel 
that cuts should first come in the 
administrative expenses. At the 
Long Beach meeting, the presi­
dent of theCTFA, Patrick Nichelson 
told the LA Times that the union is 
willing "to talk about a number of 
issues, including compensation is­
sues," but feets that Gal Slate must 
first make "substantive proposals 
for cuts in administrative posi­
tions." 
According to Chang, CSU 
faculty earn an average of $54,281 
a year, with a tenured professor 
topping the list at a median salary 
of $60,752. The union explains 
that tenure salaries range from 
about $28,000 for new teachers to 
$60,000 for more senior profes­
sors. These numbers have re­
mained unchanged in the last two 
years with the denial of their 
COLA'S and MSA's. 
Lottery money 
Paul Woodruff, R-Forest 
Falls, refuses to accept the 40 per­
cent fee increase. Woodruff ex­
plains that the money could come 
from an existing endowment fund 
set up from scraping the Lottery 
money barrel. Assemblyman Bob 
Campbell, R-Richmond, refers to 
the $30 million fund as a "savings 
account when you are bankrupt." 
Clarke responds that he be­
lieves that the endowment money 
could be a "stop gap measure, but 
it would only be a quick fix. What 
do you do when the endowment is 
use^ up?" Which, all indications 
say, would be next year. 
The 40 percent increase, if 
passed through the Assembly, 
would amount to about an extra 
$372 a year for the average student 
fees, explains Clarke. ThelOper-
see "CSU,"page 9 
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Grads marching into the future for 1992 
by Amy Heritage 
Chronicle news editor 
Commencement will be held June 13 at 5:30 pm in the 
area between Pfau Library and the gymnasium. Ove|r 
15,000 bleachers and folding chairs will be arranged. Au­
dience seating is free on a first-come, first-serve basis. 
Chancellor of the California Stale University system. 
Dr. Barry Munitz, will deliver the Commencement address. 
Music will be provided by theCSUSB symphonic band, led 
by Kraig Williams. 
After crossing the stage when their names are called 
graduates will be required to return directly to their seats in 
order to ensure dignity throughout the ceremony. 
The CSUSB Newman Catholic Fellowship will hold a 
Baccalaureate Mass and reception June 7 for po^ns of all 
faiths in the graduating class. 
Hooding ceremonies for those graduating from masters 
programs and receptions will be held by each school the 
afternoon prior to Commencement 
The school of Humanities will hold a reception at 3:00 
pm in the first floor of the University Hall. The hooding 
ceremony will be held at 3:30 pm in UH 106. 
The school of Education will hold two hooding c^mo-
nies, one at 1:30 pm and one at 3:30, both in the Creative 
Arts Building, Recital Hall. Each will be followed by a 
reception in the Faculty Office Building. 
liie school of Social and Behavioral Sciences will hold 
a recq)tion in the Lower Commons at 3:30 pm. Masters 
canidates will receive infoimatitm from their departments 
conc^ing the hooding ceremony. 
The school of Natural Sciences will hold a reception at 
2:30 pm on the Physical Science Building patio. The 
hooding ceremony will be at 3:30 pm in room 10 adjacent 
to the pado. 
The school of Business and Public Administra­
tion will hold a reception at 3:00 pm in the Upper Com­
mons. The hooding ceremony at 3:30 pm on the Upper 
Commons patio. 
Leadership supports proposition 153 
CSUSB could receive $46 million if bond measure passes 
by Anthony Bruce Gilpin 
Chronicle opinion editor 
Proposition 153, the Higher EducaUon 
Facilities Bond Act of 1992, is a voter 
initiative (xi the June 2 ballot If anm>ved 
by the voters. Proposition 153 would autho­
rize the State to sell $900 million in General 
Obligation Bonds. Proceeds from the bond 
sale would be used to finance construction 
and renovation of buildings at public col­
leges and universities over the next two 
years. 
According to the Public Affairs Office, 
Cal State, San Bernardino stands to gain 
$46 million if Prop 153 is approved. The 
University plans to use that money to con­
struct a new Visual Arts building, and to 
prepare architectural plans for new build­
ings fcM" the School of Education and the 
School of Social and Behavioral Sciences. 
Funds from Proposition 153 would also pay 
to renovate the John Pfau library building. 
All of these projects should be completed 
by the mid-1990's, when CSUSB's student 
population is anticipated to^roach 15,000. 
Prop. 153 would also provide $2.6 mil­
lion for equipment purchases and fxepara-
tion of architectural drawings for new build­
ings at the University of California, River­
side. The bond will also fund expansion and 
renovation projects at other public institu­
tions of higher leaming, including the Cali­
fornia Community Colleges. 
Dr. Judith Rymer, CSUSB Vice Presi­
dent for University Relations, predicts that 
Proposition 153 will stimulate the 
California's economy by providing jobs 
and commerce. "Statewide, Prc^sition 153 
would provide about 13,000jobs, generate 
$450 million in payroll, and $2 billion in 
econcxnic activity," said Rymer. 
"To me, proposition 153 is an invest­
ment in the future of our region, our state 
atKl oiu" country," said Dr. Rymer. "I think 
education has to be support^, and this is 
one isotty reasonable way, in terms of the 
economics of it, that people can suj^rt 
higher education." 
General Obligation Bonds are a com­
mon method by which the State of Califor­
nia ]xovides long-term financing for large 
capitalprojects. Cal State, San Bernardino's 
University Hall building was financed with 
monies from a bond approved by the voters 
in 1988. 
General Obligation Bonds constitute a 
loan from the bond holders, which the state 
must repay with interest. Many bond mea­
sures have been defeated in recent eieciions 
as the electorate has become more reluctant 
to approve measures that would, in effect, 
raise their own taxes. A recent California 
Poll shows 52 percent support for Prop. 
153. 
"It used to be there were large numbers 
of voters who would just vote for any bond 
measure. That group of voters just isn't 
around much any more," said "Most voters 
want to know very specifically what they're 
voting on. There is a general frustration 
over the econtnny." 
There is no organized exposition to 
Proposition 153.TheCalifomiaBallotPam-
phlet contains a statement signed by three 
individuals who oppose the bond measure. 
Their argument contends that students 
should bear all costs related to their educa­
tions, including campus buildings. 
Where do you stand on abortion? 
MCX tMUI/mhe Omidt 
Tanya Schwab 
"I'm pro-choice. Idon'tthink 
that the government has any right 
to impose what they feel on 
women, or even men. I think ev-
^body should be able to decide 
for themselves." 
Aaron Watson 
"I feel that it should tx ^ 
woman's right to choose about 
abortion. I just think that ulti­
mately the decision should be 
hCTS." 
Mika Kobashi and Tomoko 
Miyazaki 
"We think it should be illegal, 
everything it stands for. Nobody 
should decide to kill a person, a 
life." 
Sonia Diaz 
"I'm definitely pro-choice. I 
don't believe that anybody can 
make a decision for a woman ex­
cept her. I saw a great t-shirt the 
other day in San Fransico that said 
'Keep a woman's right to choose, 
unless George Bush is free to 
babysit'" 
Carlos Chavez 
"I feel that women have a 
right to make iq) their own mind 
because it goes a lot farther than 
justphysical. Shehastoalsoworry 
about ^ ancially being able to take 
care of that child." 
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Academics not athletics 
The California Public Woiks Board, with an acute sense of 
what is needed in this part of the state, has allocated $22 million 
for the construction of a gymnasium/sports complex on the Cal 
State, San Bernardino campus. The new basketball arena will be 
the largest such facility in the Inland Empire. 
And now, a news flash from the real world: 
Proposition 153, on the June fffima^ ballot, asks 
California's voters to authorize $900 million in general obligation 
bonds. Revenues from the bond sales would fund facilities 
construction on public college campuses over the next two years. If 
approved. Prop. 153 will appropriate $46 million for new 
buildings at CSUSB. 
The down side to this is that a bond is a loan, not a gift The 
state will eventually have to repay that $900 million, plus interest, 
to the bond holders. The upshot: passage of Proposition 153 will 
depend on the voters' willingness to raise their own taxes. With 
this in mind, and noting the performance of similar bond measures 
in recent elections, it is fairly safe to say that Prop 153 has about 
as much chance of passing as Charlie Brown has of successfully 
kicking a field goal. 
It just seems strange that at a time when CSUSB has students 
sweltering in rinky-dink portable classrooms, when students face 
curriculum cutbacks, faculty and staff layoffs, and fee increases, 
that the state can find $22 million to spend on an athletic facility. 
It seems more reasonable that, until these other needs are met, the 
gym project can wait. 
Besides, do we need a multi-million dollar gymnasium? It 
isn't as if we didn't have a serviceable gym. It would be a different 
matter if we had a world-class basketball program like UCLA's, 
that could assure big crowds at home games. If that were the case, 
broadcast rights sales and various promotions would justify the 
expense of building a new gym, and provide a revenue bonanza for 
the University. 
But let's return to the real world. 
For the state to fund a now gym when we need classrooms, 
teachers and expanded academic programs indicates a warped sense 
of priorities (especially when we have sufficient, but perhaps not 
optimal, gymnasium space). That the gym project gets $22 
million while other projects must go begging to an unreceptive 
electorate is an example of a madness that can only be called 
politics. 
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Letters 
Rebuttal to Derry 
Editor, The Chronicle: 
In response to the letter by 
NeilaiKl K. Derry in the April 27 
issue of the Chronicle, it is neces­
sary to bring to light some obvious, 
and some not so obvious, facts (X)n-
ceming the issues presented in his 
letter. 
While Mr. Derry has made 
claim to certain facts, he does not 
provide the sources of his informa­
tion. In addition, it is apparent that 
he has chosen to use only the facts 
diat conform to his belief system 
while disregarding those that do 
not. It is this kind of biased and 
malicious response to Homosexu­
als and other minority groups that 
has ensured the proliferation of 
prejudice and hate crimes. 
Mr. Derry denounces the al­
leged use of "misguided and vocif­
erous assaults" and haughtily an-
ploys them against any issue that is 
not to his liking. 
Mr. Derry has claimed to have 
an intimate knowledge of gay and 
lesbian lifestyle. How does he know 
that lesbians find oral sex to be 
inadequate? How does he know that 
oral sex is their only option? how 
does he know the extent of gay and 
lesbian promiscuity? Y ou can quote 
statistics, Mr. Deiiy, but please let 
us know where th^ come from. 
And please keep them in their origi­
nal contexL rather dian using only 
ihe information that feels right to 
you or fits into your current bellig­
erent agenda. 
Mr. Deny has made claim that 
his fiance has been "propositioned 
by many...so-called monogamous 
lesbians." The majority of lesbians 
and gay men on this campus are 
closeted even to the Gay commu­
nity. In this light, one has to ask 
wh^ places your fiance frequents 
or wlut message is she sending out 
that promotes these propositions? 
We also have to ask you, Mr. Derry, 
where is it that you are encounter­
ing so many of us? 
Mr. berry's references to 
Christianity and the Bible are dis­
concerting, based on his apparent 
double standard. He denounces 
Homosexuality based on a passage 
from The Letters of Paul to the 
Romans. Early in yotn letter, Mr. 
Derry, you staled that if there was 
any question concerning your sexual 
"fears and inadequacies", we need 
only ask your fiance. What of The 
LettCTS of Paul to the Galatians. 
5:19-21, which clearly stigmatizes 
fornication? Mr. Deny, do wdy 
certain rules of the Bible i^ly to 
only certain people? 
It should also be noted that 
while Jesus denounced sttdi iniqui­
ties as adultery. He never once 
mentioned Homosexuality. How 
odd thu the one pason Christianity 
is based on had nothing to say 
about a subject that you so veiuun-
ously refute. Mr. Derry, you wield 
the Bible like a sword, to maim and 
destroy that which you do not un­
derstand, rather than as a tool of 
compassion, understanding and 
enlightenment. 
It is true that only 5 percent of 
all reported cases of AIDS are het­
erosexual males. Whm Mr. Deny 
neglected to mention was that this 5 
percent did not include heterosexual 
males that were also I.V. drug us­
ers. All included the heterosexuid 
population is re^xmsible for 18% 
of all reported AIDS cases in San 
Bernardino County (Inland AIDS 
Project OAPX 800-499-AIDS). 
Mr. Deny stated that "there 
has been NO dramatic increases in 
new (AIDS) cases" within the h«-
erosexual populatitm." The Cen­
ters For Disease Control in Atlanta, 
GA (800-432-2437) has issued the 
statement that the fastest growing 
population of reported AIDS cases 
is the heterosexual male. In addi­
tion, lAP has stated that the hetero­
sexual females being treated for 
AIDS has increased 94.3 percent in 
the last five years. Mr. Derry, you 
have also stated that any unpro­
tected, un-safe sexual (x^actice puts 
you at risk to all forms of Sexually 
Transmitted Disease. AIDS does 
not discriminate! 
The Gay and Lesbian Union is 
cinrently producing an on-cam]His 
educ^ional Him on homo{^obia. 
Ftmds were granted to us by the 
Cultural Planning Committee in 
hopes diat this film will educate 
others on the seriousness of 
homc^hobia. We would like to ex­
tend a personal invitation to you, 
Neiland K. Derry, to express your 
opinion on our frlm. You can advise 
us of your decisicm via inter-cam­
pus mail. 
Itshouldbenoted that although 
Jaye and Reyes have signed this 
letter, many members of the GLU 
met to voice their concerns regard­
ing this matter. 
Jaye Pound 
Outreach Chair,GLU 
Reyes Carranza 
Member,GLU 
Health Center 
Editor, The Chronicle: 
Thank you for publishing your 
March 13 tmicle on the summer 
closure of the Health Cent». The 
Chronicle's stoiy {by then Editor-
see ''LETTBRS,''page 18 
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Is the gym worth 55,000 student fees? 
by Kevin Kelley 
Chronicle staff writer 
Is it just me? 
Did the world end or some­
thing? Did Atlas go on Worker's 
Comp because of on the job stress? 
Were all the sane pec^le gobbled 
up, and told to never run for a 
political office or become school 
administrators? Has El Nino be­
gun to show its effects? I don't 
know, maybe wool blinders are 
covering my sacrificial eyes, but I 
can still smell the wrong. 
Proposition 153 is hard for 
me to grasp. On the heels of mas­
sive teacher layoffs, escalating stu­
dent fees, and a system-wide bud­
get problem, the Powers That Be 
have deemed it necessary to ask 
the voters of Califomia if they 
want, among less-bann^^ rea­
sons, a new sports complex at 
CSUSB. This is like a room addi­
tion just before fweclosure. 
On Friday, May 15, the State 
Public Works Board (Pubwobo) 
gave final approval to initial fund­
ing for a $22 million sports com­
plex at CSUSB. This sports com­
plex will include, (please hold your 
applause until all the names have 
b^n announced:) a 50(X)-seat 
gymnasium, a practice baseball 
field, 12 tennis courts, four maids 
a-milking, a running track, six 
outdoor basketball courts, a swim­
ming pool, a soccer field, new 
Alaria's 
Drive Iti 
M.€3Ctcan "Tooh In }Ae\.ican Stgte 
Open 11 a.m. 'til 7 p.m. Closed Sunday 
11 a.m. 'til 6 p.m. Saturday 
.Mate Mine 
A Qartage Burrlto 
4202 Sierra Way. San Bernardino 
housing for the I^ysical E^ca-
ticMi and Athletic Dqpartments,and 
a lifetime sui^ly of Rice-a-Roni"-
the San Francisco Treat-. 
OK, I'm a sports fan (not a 
Bud man, or a Cubs fan). I am 
male. And well, spcnts and tools, 
that's all I need to know, right? I 
think that that is what those 
Pubwobo people must be think­
ing. The sports complex comes 
with a pacltege deal that includes 
library renovations, a new sociol­
ogy building, and some other needy 
items, but the spcxts complex is 
the "highlight" of the Prq). 153 
monies that our campus will re­
ceive, if Prop. 153 passes inJune. 
With the aforementioned in 
mind, let's break down this new 
sports complex, and see if we might 
scratch our collective heads on a 
few of its offerings: 
5,000-seat gym—Let's face 
it, this is for Men's Basketball. AD 
(Absolute Dimwit, perhi^s)David 
Suenram was quoted in the San 
Bernardino Sun as saying: "With­
out good seating,...,it's hard to 
maricet a men's ba^etball pro­
gram." C'mon homey. It's hard to 
market (read recruit), because you 
bring in a good coach too late to 
recruit. Coach Reggie Morris has 
already proved that, if given time, 
he is capable of recruiting good 
prospects. 
The existing gym is big 
enough for the team to find it, they 
show up for the games okay, it's 
their classrooms that need to be 
bigger. A couple of games were 
SRO'dthis year, but notenough to 
warrant a $22 million new com­
plex. The team did a helluva job, 
on the court, this year despite 
Suenram, but even Michael Jch*-
dan doesn't get a new sports com­
plex. 
Enough about basketball, let's 
move on with the winner's list 
A baseball practice field-
U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  
If-
SUMMER CLASSES 
Available 
Undergraduate 
Business Programs 
June 1 - July 31 
Ee Bus 202 Fundamentals of Accounting II 
Tues. and Thurs. 6:30 • 9:50 p.m. 
Ec Bus 220 Economic Analysis 1 
Mon. and Wed. 6:30 - 9:50 p.m. 
Ec Bus 310 Computer Resource Management 
TUBS, and Thurs. 6:30 - 9:50 p.m. 
Ec Bus 330 BuslnessFlnance I 
Tues. and Thurs. 6:30 - 9:50 p.m. 
Ec Bus 332 Intro to Investments 
Tues. and Thurs. 6:30 - 9:50 p.m. 
Ec Bus 360 Principles of Marketing 
Mon. and Wed. 6:30 - 9:50 p.m. 
Ec Bus 370 Business Statistics 
Mon. and Wed. 6:30 - 9:50 p.m. 
Ec Bus 324 Comparative Economic Systems 
Mon. - Thurs. 8 a.m. - 11:50 
June 1 - June 26 
Ec Bus 441 Analysis cf Pacific Rtm Businesses 
Mon., Tues., Thurs. 5:30-9:50 
June .6 - July 31 
Easy to Register 
For additional information write or call: 
University of La Verne 
1950 3rd Street 
La Verne, California 91750 
(714) 593-3511, extension 4202 
Monday through Thursday 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
Accredited by the Western Association of 
School and Colleges 
Baseball, that's anotho^ Suenram 
screw-up. Don't give Chuck 
Deagle a full-time position, he only 
took a team to the College World 
Series. And certainly don't give 
Coach Don Pamell any time to 
recruit (it's a Suenram thang,) that 
would make his job easier. And 
most of all, don't give them an on-
campus site to play their games, 
but give basketball two. 
12 tennis courts-1 don't like 
tennis, so I'll leave this one alone 
due to my prejudice to rich people's 
sports (this goes for golf, too.) 
Running track- OK, no de­
bate. We don't have one, so let's 
build it One point: We don't have 
a track team. I guess it's a Field of 
Dreams. "If you build it, they will 
come" thing. 
6 outdoor basketball courts-
No problem here. I have seen White 
Men Can't Jump (I also live it.) I 
like basketball. Besides, somecon-
crete and a few poles can't be that 
much of that $22 mill. 
Swimming pool-We already 
have one perfectly good pool, but 
everyOTe in CA deserves another. 
Maybe it's been crowded, too. 
New home for the PE and 
Athletic Dept.-1 didn't realize that ^  
they were homeless. Seriously 
though, this will only be a summer 
home, I guess that explains the 
pool. 
Please. This is not a spc^ 
issue, it's a common sense issue. 
Fee increases, instructors being "let 
go," and impending budget cuts, 
and someone thinks that we need 
more buildings. $22 million is the 
equivalent to 55,000 student fees 
(check it out, 55,000 X $400). That 
is more than all of the studentfee's 
for an entire year. This bond could 
be offered as a "buy one (year), get 
one free" financial aid for all of us. 
The $22 million being offered 
up from Prop. 153 comes from the 
same people that are talking of 
cutting the CSU budget by 12 to 
18 percent. Who was the bright 
person that thought that a couple 
thousand construction workers 
being employed for a couple of 
years, would be better than keep­
ing on the same number of college 
instructors? I'm just not getting 
this. Just a minute..-There. Nope, 
clicking my heals together and 
calling out for AuntieEmm, doesn't 
make it any clearer. 
Can't they think of a better 
way to spend $22 million (actually 
$46 million, if you count the tcH^ 
anticipated Ixind money,) than jxo-
viding me with a better seat at a 
Division II basketball game? I 
don't know, maybe it is just me. 
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Graduation fenced in by bureaucracy 
by Steven Jennings 
Chronicle editor in chief 
FENCE-ATHON: I'm getting the 
feeling that there's an official on this 
campus who thinks th^ hordes of chain 
link fences sprawling across the campus 
is both aesthetically pleasing and conve­
nient Every time 1 turn around, I'm 
confronted with another six-foot high 
eyesore. 1 didn't think they were that 
serious about keeping people off the 
lawns. 
1 can count four construction projects 
going on right now and there's a fifth one 
on the way (the new gym.) I understand 
that the reason for these additions en 
masse is that the cash for these projects 
has already been ear-marked and is 
therefore subject to "use it or lose it" 
bureaucracy. But five projects at the same 
time? When does progress become too 
much? There must be some sort of 
aesthetic or practicality law on the books 
that prdiibits the dissection of CSUSB 
with huge amounts of industrial grade 
chicken wire. 
Well, 1 suppose its all for the best 
With the addition of these new buildings 
p^haps the administration will see fit to 
remove the not-so-temporary classrooms 
(NOT!) With graduation approaching, 
one would think that the administration 
might be concerned about the effect of all 
these fences on visitors' perc^tions of 
the University. Some of them might 
mistake CSUSB for another state institu­
tion where fences are a little more 
a[^)ropriate, like Cal State Correctional 
Facility, San Bernardino. 
Speedy readin': What's the deal 
with that black letter on white sign 
recently posted at the campus main 
entrance? I may be speaking for myself 
but 1 can't remember the las( time I was 
able to read IS lines of text in my usual 
morning comatose state on the way to the 
parking lot. Do they really think we're 
gonna actually read it on our way in? 
C'mon guys, 1 can't shell out $300 for a 
speed readin' class. 1 think a simple 
"ENTER AT YOUR OWN RISK" type 
disclaimer would have done the job 
nicely. Especially if it was placed just 
after the cute yellow sign r^ing "BUMP 
HEAD." Another great welcome for oiu 
graduation guests. 
Day yard graduation: Of course the 
steel infiastructure of an architectural 
behemoth is a really desirable backdrop 
for this year's commencement ceremo­
nies. Seems that the whole event is gonna 
have a Chance at greatness though. 
Chancellor Barry Miuiitz that is. No word 
yet on the topic of his address. ConsidCT-
ing the standout feature of the surround­
ings, 1 think he should tie in that "build­
ing fa* the future" theme. 
Gee, if we only had another wide 
open green space available? Something 
that's close, flat and scenic. 
Fail me if I'm wrong, but don't we 
have some socc^ fields that fit that set of 
cri^ia stxnewhat? Not to mention the 
extra seating on those grassy embank­
ments. Am 1 the only one who thought of 
this? 
Playing catch-up: I've heard that 
some students are upset over 
groundskeeping's ploy to get them wet on 
their way to classes in the middle of the 
day. It's because groundskeeping is 
playing catch up sprinkling. As Paul 
Frazil", senior groundskeq)er explains it, 
"We're day watering to m^e up for the 
dryness that occurred when scane of the 
main water lines were damaged during 
construction projects." 
Sounds like a good enough reason to 
me. But, does it hurt the grass to water 
them in the daylight. Fraze says no. "We 
lose a lot of water to evaporation, but it 
doesn't hurl the grass," he says. Fraze 
also said daylight sprinkling isn't their 
normal watering policy, however it's 
necessary to get the place greened-up for 
graduaticm. 
Soccer fields look green to me... 
I don't buy U Bill: There they go 
again. Those twine strings are up again on 
the patio between U Hall and the Student 
Union. Lx)oks like more of our friends in 
groundskeeping are performing an 
exercise in Inutility. It's what Directw of 
Building and Planning Bill Shum at­
tributes to human behavior. 
When they built U Hall, they created 
that neat cement patio with integrated 
grass patches in front of the Student 
Union. But let's just say that s(Mne of the 
cement walkways provided are less than a 
"bee-line" between the two buildings, 
this is where Shum's human behavior 
steps in. 
According to Bill, "Peqjle have a 
problem with walking <xi lawns." Bill 
even admitted that he has a turf fixation— 
he sometimes enjoys straying from the 
coicrete path to feel the soft cushion of 
grass beneath his feet 
But Bill, 1 don't think putting in a 
two to three foot walkway is going too 
encroach upon the architectural splendor 
on the patio. Neither argument washes 
with me: ASl officers having to look out 
their windows at too much cement nor an 
increase in "micro-climate heating" by 
the addition of more cem^t. 
Bill, let's face the reality that when it 
ctmies to walking between classes, 
students are going to take the shcxtest 
route possible. I think our groundskeeping 
friend Fraze had it right when he said they 
normally let the students develop their 
own pathways. Then, when the pathways 
are wtmi-in, they are cemented over ai^ 
everyone's happy. Except maybe ASI 
won't be too h^py about the cement, but 
then again, they're moving anyway. 
M 
SrdANNUAL 
SIDWALKSALE 
j Coyote Bookstore 
BONANZA SALE 
Sweatshirts 
\ 25% To 40% 
' ^  OFF  
Hurry! Hurry! While They Last 
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ILLEGITIMATE 
Continued from page 1 
tional Amendments excluded an enumer­
ated right to privacy from the Constitution 
was not a matter of oversight or mistake. It 
was excluded to p'event the type of "Judi-
c i a l l m p e r i a l i s m " e x e m p l i f i e d  i n T h e s e  
rights were to be left to the states as the 10th 
Amendment establishes. 'The powers not 
delegated to the States are reserved to the 
Stmes respectively, or to the people." 
Abortion is not a matter of a Constitu­
tional righL but of the states rights, specifi­
cally built within the U.S. Constitution. The 
idea that a court on the other side of the 
continent extended the authority of the Fed­
eral Government to further meddle with the 
sovereignty of the people within their re­
spective states was unacceptable; another 
liberal, {xo-Big Gov^ment whitewash of 
Constinitional limits. 
To ignore the 10th AmendmenL as the 
past Supreme Courts have, and then invent 
an unenumerated "right" to abortion from 
an already unenumerated "right" to privacy 
was to disregard all Constitutional limits on 
the powers of the Judiciary. This create an 
omnipotent Supreme Court that could com­
pletely disregard the Constitution, and cre­
ate any unenumerated "right" within the 
14th Amendment it might desire. 
The SufX'eme Couit, though, was not 
the only Ixanch with evolving delusions of 
grandeur. Now Congress wants to get into 
the act of overstepping its Constitutional 
limits also. If Americans wish to have a 
Constitutional right to alx^cHi, we have 
the cation of a ConstitutitMial Amendment. 
Any attempt by Congress to create a law 
protecting aborticxi without an Amendment 
is in direct violation of the 10th Amendment 
and Congress's delegated powers within 
Article 1, Section 8 of theU.S. Constitution. 
Liberal Politicos, such as Laurence 
Tribe, seem ignorant of the limitaticHis placed 
upon Congress. Congress does not have the 
ability to create or repeal rights, except by 
amending the Constitution with the ap^rov^ 
of three-quarters (38) of the State Legisla­
tures. 
Alone, Congress has only the power to 
protect, through legislation, rights th^ are 
protected within the U.S. CcMistituticm based 
on Supreme Court Rulings. Through the 
"Freetiom of Choice Act," Congress is un-
ccHistitutionally tutempting to usurp the pow­
ers of the Judiciary and the enumerated 
rights of the states. 
It is now prudent for the Congress and 
the Judiciary to revisit the limits of their 
respective Constitutional Powers. The re­
versal of Roe and the presidential veto, or 
the Su|wemeCourtovertuming of the "Free­
dom of Choice Act," are the fust positive 
steps in their return to states rights and the 
limitation of intervention into state affairs 
by the present Fedmil Juggernaut 
DEBATE 
Continued from page 1 
She compared the current trend to 
the Communist experience in Ro­
mania where abortions were pro­
hibited. 
"I was able to avoid the back 
alley, but some of you and tose 
you know may not" she said. 
Smith, on the other hand, acts 
not out of personal experience, but 
out of principle. 
"I believe abortion takes the 
life of an unborn child," she said. 
She based her speech on the 
concept that the pro-choice move­
ment has objectified and dehu­
manized a fetus. 
"Pregnancy is not about po­
tential life but about a Ufe with 
potential," she said. 
She added that life, which she 
defined as beginning at concq)-
tion, has been denigrated. 
"The womb, instead of being 
the safest place to be has become 
the most dangerous," she said. 
She contradicted Mich-
aelman's view that abortion was a 
woman's choice. 
"Abortion is aboutmuch more 
than a woman's right to ccHitrol 
her own body," Smith said. "By 
definition pregnancy means a new 
and unique life has been formed. 
Abortion destroys that life." 
Although the theme was "The 
Abortion Debate: Who Decides?" 
the two women had opposing 
views on even the inclusion of the 
word "decision." 
Michaelman proposed that 
"America is heading back to the 
days when politicians decide." 
While Smith said that there was no 
decision, just as society cannot, or 
perhaps should not, decide about 
the life of any other human. 
Michaelman blasted the pro-
life movement because "The anti-
choice movement is not working 
with NARAL to ensure pre-natal 
care." 
Smidi objected tt> that state­
ment by citing the 1700 Crisis 
Pregnancy Centers. "The Pro-life 
movement puts their heart where 
their mouth is," she said, 
count^arguing that thePro-Choice 
movement offers only "The abOT-
tion clinic at the corner" which 
"provides only one thing-a $250 
tuition." 
The issue of birth ctmtrol was 
then discussed. Michaelman sup-
pCHied a variety of birth ccmtrol 
methods available, including 
RU486. Smith said she supported 
pre-c(mcq)tion birth control. "We 
don't have a problem with a 
condom, we do have a problem 
with a suction machine." 
There were about 300 people 
at the debate. Most were middle-
age couples. Various religious or­
ganizations and Planned Parent­
hood were reiM"esenied. The audi­
ence was suprisingly restrained in 
an era when discussions of this 
type tend not to be. 
Thirty people lined up to ask 
questions in the 45-minute ques-
tion-and-answer session follow­
ing formal speeches. However, 
only nine of them had the opportu­
nity to speak though. 
Their questions ranged from 
where Crisis Pregnancy Centers 
are located in San Bernardino 
County to Fed^al funding ftxabcv-
tions. 
At the c(xiclusion of the fcM--
mal debate, the audience formed 
circles around the two speakers, 
some wanting to continue argu­
ing, and others wanting to extend 
support to the women who rq)re-
sented their ideology. 
NIKXI CONSOLE/The OmmieU 
Professor Profile 
Cynthia E. Bird 
Birthday: April 3 
Spouse: Curt Westbrook 
CSUSB Tenure: 4 years 
Motto: Do not squander time, for such is 
the fabric of life. 
Inspiration: My parents were my inspira­
tion by teaching me by example. 
CSUSB Involvement: Chairman of Schol­
arships and awards for the Depart­
ment of Accounting and Finance 
and Chairman of the Accounting. 
Car in garage: Honda Civic 
Bad habit: Indulging in unwarranted anxi 
ety and discouragement. 
Hobbies: Bicycling, walking, outdoor ex­
ercise and music. 
Musicians: Sandi Patti and Mel Torme 
Food: Fresh fruits and vegetables 
Drink: Coffee 
Restaurant: Surry House, Surry, VA 
T.V. Program: Wail Street Week 
CHOICE 
continued from page 1 
emment affirms the "right" of an 
individual wtxnan to make achoice 
coiceming her own body. 
And by ceasing to fund ab<xtion 
clinics in any way will allevi^e 
the pressure being placed on the 
govemmeniby pro-life forces. The 
government will no longer be ac­
cused of supporting abortions with 
the tax money of people who are 
morally oppo^ to abortion. 
Abortion is not an issue that the 
govemment should be involved 
in. It is divisive, emotional and 
involves too many secondary is­
sues (religion, womensrighls, etc.) 
U) be properly resolved by govern­
ment There are some areas where 
the govemment should not intrude 
and this is one of them. The right 
of a woman to exercise sovereignty 
over her own reproductive system 
is a given. 
But the govemment should never 
have gotten involved in the abor­
tion issue. 
OQ 
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Public 
Administration 
Fall Term Begins in September 
• DPA Doctor of Public 
Adminisfrofion 
• DPA Locofions Available: 
Main Campus 
Orange County 
San Fernando Valley 
Oxnard 
Vandenberg Air Force Base 
• MPA Master of Public 
Administration 
• Master of Science in 
Organizationai Management 
University of La Verne 
1950 Third Street 
La Verne, CA 91750 
Graduate Irformation Office 
(714) 593-3511, Ext 4503 
(Phone Mail) 11243A)592 
Students protest Commons food 
byNlckNazarian 
Chronicle photography director 
Many residence halls students 
boycotted the Commons Food 
Service on May 19 by either going 
out to eat or by sitting outside the 
cafeteria and eating a home-cooked 
meal. 
On April 22, the Residence 
Hall Food Committee (RHFC) 
presented a memo to Food Service 
Director Keith Ernst, stating ccxi-
cems that the students had. The 
first five points outlined in the 
memo >vere adressed that night, 
with the remaining requests to be 
discussed at the next meeting on 
May 6. 
At the May 6 meeting more 
topics from the list were covered, 
but all of the concerns were not 
answered at the time. Another 
follow-up meeting was scheduled 
for May 20. 
On May 18 a memo was sent 
to President Anthony Evans, V ice 
President David De Mauro, and 
Executive Director of Foundation 
Services Arthur Butler. Ernst re­
ceived his copy of the memo May 
MCX MIZMMMTlit Ctnoic* 
Commons patrons boycotting a special dinner. 
19, hours before the "sit in" began. 
The memo was actually a 
packet consisting of a cover letter 
explaining the reasons behind the 
protest, theoriginallistof demands, 
and copies of a petition signed by 
60-70 residence halls tenants. 
Protest organizer and Food 
Committee Chairman Christopher 
Todd Hilliard said, "They assumed 
that everything was alright All 
the protest was for was to show 
thatnothing was being done about 
the quality of the food." 
Ernst said, "Improving the 
board plan is what we do hoe. We 
try to maintain oiu' food service on 
the line every day to the higher 
quality possible. Frailly this was 
a problem in commiHucaUon. Stu­
dents didn't feel that we 1^ re­
sponded adequately to what they 
wanted." 
The boycott coincided with 
die Commons Steak Night where 
students are given the chcwe ^ 
either a steak or large shrimp, in­
stead of the standard ^tre. Only 
about half of all board plan mem­
bers attended this special event 
CSU: money falls short 
Contbiuedfrompage2 
cent is bask^ly a bond reliction, 
with no retivn of lost classes or 
any extra financial aid m offset the 
increase. 
The40perceiU increase would 
seetheretumofthe 10,000classes, 
the ch^f goal of the CFA, and also 
allow f<M' extra financial aid to be 
offered. 
Dream denied 
With either increase a new 
proMem arises. Esteban Diaz, 
Director of the Center for Equity 
in Educ^ttm, expresses that there 
will be "a dispropmtionale num­
ber of mioOTity ^udents who will 
be effected." He explains that 
m^y minmity studoits xt firom 
pocTCT inccHiK fmnilies, and are 
usually first generatimi univa^ity 
sti^nts. 
Chancellor Munitz agrees 
with this positkm. "The CSU and 
the state will appear to be renting 
on Us promise of access when HKMe 
minorities and the poor are ready 
to enter die system. It will hxdc 
t&e we changed the rules just as 
thediveisAyt^studrats increased. 
We win mther debate this is^ 
now in the board rooms or later in 
the stress." 
Chancellor Munitz believes 
that if the CSU sy stemreceives the 
$1.66 billion fir^ Gov. Wilson it 
can "get by and we can restme 
some of the cuts." Munitz added 
that he wants a one year morato­
rium on Spalding cuts and other 
actions. 
The moratoriiun would allow 
for a reevaluation of the systems 
Master Plan, which guarantees a 
public higher education for all 
qualified Californians. This is a 
denial of the "American dream" 
says Munitz. 
"What we really worry ^ut 
is th^ the Univo^ty says 20,000 
students will be left out and 1,000 
faculty members will be laid off 
Russell Bo^, a CSUSB studeitt 
mid local association rqn'es^ta-
tivemldtheSuA. "If we can have 
guaranteed classes, we'll pay 
more." 
"If wmit to continue af-
fordtdde higher educadcm in Cali­
fornia" adds CPA's Clarke, "the 
^aie must pay fOT it You can't 
expect the students to cany the 
»ttire fimmcial load. " 
Senior Citizen, Student 
& Military Discounts 
Available. 
MOVES YOU INTO YOUR NEW HOME 
Luxury 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments 
Washer / Dryer In Each Apartment 
•Woodbuming Fireplace 
• Garage 
• Pool / Spa 
•Tennis / Volleyball 
• Large Patios & Decks 
• Park Like Setting 
• Privacy Gates 
• Shandin Hills Area 
• Discounts Available 
SAVE UPTO $815 UPON MOVE IN ( 
IClll
"RESORT TO THE GOOD LIFE" 
ACACIA PARK 
RESORT 
•OUtf VMTO 
ASK ABOUT OUR MONEY SAVING 
ENERGY CONSERVATION FEATURES 
ACACIA PARK 
V  A  r  r ' t  •  f  r  . M a r  J  
APARTMENTS 
5280 N. Little Mtn. Dr. 
(at Northpark Blvd.) 
San Bernardino 
880-2068 
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State College Self Storage & U-Haul 
"Stuff your stuff in our space for the summer" 
5X10$20/mo. 
887-1000 
Current Events 
entic Mexican Food 
1689 Kendall Drive, Suite 1 
San Bernardino, CA 92407 
(714) 880-2755 
Open 7 days a week 
Phone In orders i 
for faster service: 
Bean Burrito*Sinall Fries*Small Soda 
$2.50 
Commencement - Class of 1992 
Commencement information has been sent to all Decem­
ber 1991 and March 1992 graduates, as well as all candidates for 
June, August, and December 1992 graduation. If you did not 
receive such information in the mail, contact Mary Colacurcio or 
Anita Nix at 880-5008 or stop in at AD 104 and pick up the 
brochure. Graduation isJune 13. 
^^Commencement Registration • May 11-29 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 
p.m. in the Administration building lobby. There is a fee of $12.50. 
• Free Legal Advice-
Students at CSUSB can re­
ceive free legal advice through a 
service sponsored by ASI. There 
is a $10 set-up fee for faculty and 
staff. 880-5936. 
I GOLDEN GLOBE NOMINATIONS 
I BEST PICTURE 
ICTKTIK bctitun-srrvmimt smc? 
fried Oreen Tomatoes 
• June 11-
Fried Green Tomatoes - The 
Student" Union Program Board 
is sponsoring a $1 Showing of 
Fri^ Green Tomatoes at 6 p.m. 
in the Recital Hall. 
May 28, 
1992 
Carnival 
10am - 2pm 
Party 
7pm - Midnight 
Lower 
Comnnons 
Patio 
FREE 
J 
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Answering pregnancy questions 
Pregnancy can be the source 
of joy or great anxiety. Peq)le go 
to great l^gths to b^cxne preg­
nant and to terminatea pregnancy. 
While there are many methods to 
enhance fertility, most college stu­
dents are probably more interested 
in preventing conception. Clearly, 
ccxitrac^on is the i*eferred, most 
efficient and cost-effective man­
ner in which to avoid pregnancy. 
Unforuinately, themisconcqxicais 
ccmc^ning how to avoid becom­
ing pregnant abound. 
Some of the most common 
misconcq)tions concerning how 
to avoid becoming pregnant are 
published by the Kinsey Institute 
and are list^ below. 
Can you get pregnant thefirst 
time you have sex? 
Yes. 
Can a girl get pregnant be­
fore she has her first menstrual 
flow? 
Yes. 
Can you get pregnant if the 
penis is withdrawn just before 
ejaculation? 
Absolutely. 
Can you get pregnant you 
have sex in a bathtub, pool or 
lake? 
Yes. 
Can you get pregnant  ^you 
douche immediately c^er sex? 
TIFFANT WRIGHT 
Yes, douching is not an effec­
tive method of contraception. 
Canyougetpregnantby swal­
lowing semen? 
NO. 
Can you get pregnant ifejacu­
lation occurs on, but not inside, 
the female genitals? 
Yes. Sperm travels, and there 
is certainly a chance thm me of 
the200 to300millicm sperm ejacu­
lated could reach the female egg 
and f^lize it 
Can you get pregnant  ^you 
have sex during your menstrual 
flow? 
Yes. The risk of getting preg­
nant is lower when a woman is on 
her period, however, it can and 
does happen. A woman can ovu­
late and menstruate irregularly, and 
sperm can live up to eight days in 
the reproductive tract. So, even if 
a woman only has sex during hw 
period she can either be ovulating 
or the sperm can still be present in 
hareprothicti ve track a week later 
to fertilize an egg should ovula­
tion occur at this time. 
In general, the best advice is 
do not have intercourse without 
contraception unless you want to 
get pregnant 
Wright is a graduate stu-
dent in psychology at CSUSB, • 
Educators 
create AIDS 
awareness 
by Charlene S. Hurley 
Chmnicle advertising manager 
The AIDS Peer Education 
Program is a campus organization 
which works to increase aware­
ness about many issues involving 
HIV and AIDS. The group focuses 
on tc^ics such as effective com­
munication in relationships, date 
rape, drugs, alcohol and s^er sex 
dmgers. 
The peer educators hold bi­
monthly seminars in the dorms, 
perform presentations for classes 
and clubs i^n request, and hold^ 
weridy office hours in the campus 
Health Center. 
"Many students come by dur­
ing our office hours te talk about 
various health-related issues and 
to receive free condoms. We wel­
come any chance to do an AIDS 
presentation and we have a lot of 
great activities, pamphlets, and 
videos", said Dawn Levine, an 
AIDS peer educator. 
For the past two years, the 
peer educators have set up a 
Valentine's Day booth, in obW-
ptease see 'AIDS" page 18 
The cHy^ CSlUSBlii^25^19^^ 
<,t»^»tfct»tfct»tiwttattwt»w»<»t*»t*^w*<>gaSgSSS5SSS55555555SS5^  ^
1H!?CE '2!^ £ 19(111^ 111^  
map Gil I9(yOLPE'D!a 
Ras openings Jor 
1992-93  pos i t ions;  
•  B o a r d  o f  D i r e c t o r s  
• C k a i r  p o s i t i o n s  
• C o m m i t t e e s  
lOU 19(1 
onoiiaxmiiiy 
10 GM  ^
<A> 
-v 
: < c V a C u a b C 0  I s a c l e r s h i p  e x p ^ r t ^ v a c z  
S t r o n g  n ^ t w o r f e i n g  
C a m p u s  a w a r e n e s s  
P e r s o n a C  c t e i ^ e C o p m e n t  
I n t e r p e r s o n a l  s f e i l l s  
s l s G o o d  t i m e s  
• a n d  m u c h  m u c h  m o r e . . .  
-V 
*1* 
For more information stop by the ASI office (SU-108) 
55!5!«SSS«5SSSSSSSHSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS^^^^^^^^^^^  ^
' • . • / 4. 
•i 
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Arts & Entertainmertt 
'Madwoman^ rescues society 
by Amy Heritage 
Chroni^  staff writer 
A uniquely intellectual yet 
insane comedy, Jean Giraudox's 
"The Madwoman of Chaillot," 
opens at Cal State, San Bernar­
dino, this week. 
The play portrays the univer­
sal struggle between the common 
people who want to enjoy life and 
the ambitious people who feel that 
others are unimportant and must 
not get in their way. 
Directed by Prof. Amanda Sue 
Rudisill, the twenty four member 
cast re]^sents a microcosm of the 
various types of people found in 
an industrialized society. 
The play opens with a power 
crazed multi-corporation presi­
dent, played by Michael Lake, 
teaming up with a wwthless play­
boy baron, played by Tex Acosta. 
Thepresidentislooldng foraname 
and a purpose for a corporation, 
shares of which he is already sell­
ing. 
The president sees what he is 
looking fw in the dispassionate 
face of a sinisterly cool prospec-
tOT, played by Grille Mendoza. 
The playboy sees what he is look-
Join your friends at 
the 
Men. - Sat. 4:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m. 
498 W. 40th San Bernardino (1 block east of Kendall.) 
882-6535 
WEEKLY DRINK SPECIALS 
MONDAY: $1.50 Adios M.F s and Long Isiai.d 
Ice Teas 
TUESDAY: $1.00 you-call-it drinks 
WEDNESDAY: Ladies' Nite; 1/2 price all drinks 
7-10 p.m. 
THURSDAY: 250 Progressive Beer Nite 
FRIDAY Double Special: $3.50 pitchers and 
$8.00 bucket of mixed drinks 
SATURDAY; 250 Progressive Beer Nite and 
$1.00 Kamikazis and Watermelon shooters 
Come join usi r 
ing for in every pretty face includ­
ing that of the broker, played by 
Benita Anorbes, who has an over­
whelming infatuation for mcmey. 
The greed group is made com­
plete with a miserly little man, 
played by Alva Meting, who in­
vests his life's savings into their 
corrupt scheme. 
The prospector believes there 
is oil beneath the town of Chaillot 
and wants to drill at the site of the 
cafe t^ace of Chez Frances, a 
hub of the community. To get au­
thorization to do so he has already 
planed blackmail and murder. 
If from wh^ you have read 
thus far you picture this play as a 
strong adventure/miuder mystwy 
with interesting characters, then 
good. At least some tangibility to 
this COTiplex performance is pro­
vided. BuL the afore mentioned 
characters are not exactly the leads 
and their scheme is not exactly the 
plot. 
TTie plot of "The Madwoman 
of Chaillot" is a movement in 
which exploited individuals regain 
power over their lives and their 
community. 
A sweet young man, Pierre, 
played by Jason Ferrell, saves him­
self from the prospector's manipu­
lations and finds friendship in the 
people of Chaillot and true love as 
well. (Comedy, adventure, mys­
tery, and even romance, yes this 
play has it all.) He and a sweet 
young woman, Irma, played by 
Keri Hosteller, fall in love at first 
sight. 
Irma had put up with men's 
romantic advances in the past but 
had never said "I love you." Al­
though this part of the play is not 
fully developed (perhaps none of 
the many themes are) is implied 
that Irma, too, saves herself from 
men's manipulations, cherishes 
friendship and finds true love. 
A wise deaf mute, played by 
Ana A. Cruz, gains the power of 
vocal speech. A nonplussed street 
singer, played by Erica Perkins, 
recalls, with the help of a friend, 
the rest of a song that has been 
preoccupying her for years. 
The Madwoman of Chaillot, 
Countess Aurelia, played by Edith 
Scrvin, regains possession of her 
beloved boa, as well as saving the 
world in time to feed her cats. 
The other people of Chaillot 
regain their optimism. This mot­
ley crew includes: a sewer man, 
played by Luke HunL who wears 
his boots on his hands as a matter 
of cordiality, the waitw, played by 
Eddie Cauphape, the shoelace ped­
dler, play^ by Karen Jensen, the 
flower girl, played by Jennifer 
Wood, the doorman, played by 
J.W. ProsL Therese, played by 
Angela Dudding, Paulette, played 
by Krista Niven, Dr. Jadin, played 
by Todd Spencter, and the police­
man, played by David Brown. 
The pOTtrayal of the police­
man as a dumb, nervous cop is 
almost as cute as the portray^ of 
the press as part of machine of 
ambitious exploiters. 
The law enfmcement image 
is remedied, though, with a realis­
tic portrayal by Wendi Hastings of 
a police sergeant who is a cham­
pion of the peq)le but is tired of 
fighting the system. 
Although the people of 
Chaillot are (^pressed by the sys-
tem-the machine to which corpo­
rate presidents, brokers, playboys, 
misers, and evidently, the press 
belongs- they come together to 
protect each other and let the 
greedy self destrucL 
But, before they allow the 
greed group to be pulled by their 
own ambitions down the 
Madwoman's nevw" en^g stair­
well of doom, they hold a trial to 
ensure justice. 
The ragpicker, played by Bill 
Lance, provides for greed group 
'with an impressive and memo­
rable defense, dripping with sar­
casm. The audacious Madame 
Josephine, played by Golda 
Mainville, presid^ the trial as the 
honorable judge. 
She makes a striking contrast 
to her friends, Madame Ctmstance, 
played by Jennie Butler, and Ma­
demoiselle Gabrielle, played by 
Jennifer Tafolla. The two are too 
busy bickering over Josephine's 
imaginary dog and Gabrielle's 
imaginary guests to be much help 
in saving the world. 
Although these ladies are not 
crucial to the saving of the world, 
they and the Madwoman are im­
perative to the humor of the play. 
With their off the wall imagina­
tions and humorous oxymoron the 
audience will be intrigued by their 
character. 
The more insightful members 
of the audience may become ab­
sorbed in the ladies' offbeat phi­
losophies and in the other many 
esthetics in the play. 
Those who just want to be 
entertained will find plenty of bur­
lesque and slapstick as well as 
word play and satire. 
TTie performance runs May 
29, 30 and June 3-6 at 8:15 pm, 
and May31 andJune7at 2:00 pm. 
For ticket information, call 880-
5876. 
A Warring Absence^ 
SEE 
the 
display 
North Wall, 
3rd floor 
of the Pfau Library. 
$10.00 
haircuts 
for students 
($12.00 regular) 
Acrylic nails $25.00 
Ear Piercing 
Fills $13.00 
Kendall at University 
1689 Kendall Suite J 
^t^r^dfuts 
10% discount to 
all students with 
CSUSB LD. 
Perms 
with free 
follow-up 
'shampoo and style 
$38.00 
$10.00 off on Sundays 
HOURS 
M 10-6, T-FlO-8 
vSal 9-6, Sun 
10-4 
WALK-INS WELCOME!!! 
Appointments available 
887-8588 
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Something to Crowe about 
by John Andrews 
Chronicle sports editor 
After giving us a 90's 
take on no nonsense, R&B 
flavored rock with Shake Your 
Moneymaker two years ago, 
the Black Crowes are back 
with might to match their 
mouth. 
Outspc^en lead vocalist 
Chris Robinson arrogantly 
compared Moneymaker to the 
Stones ragged classic Exile On 
Mainstreet when it first hit the 
charts in 1990. With the new 
Southern Harmony and 
Musical Companion, it 
appears Robinson and his 
bandmates are beginning U) 
live up to his boast. 
Tbe Crowes must have 
had such a sound in mind this 
time abandoning the crisp 
production of Moneymaker for 
a more informal and, in some 
cases, completely live sound. 
Robinson said in a simulcast 
interview on Los Angeles 
radio station KLOS just befcx^ 
Southern Harmony's release 
that the Crowes had used now-
primitive analog equipment 
for a more intimate rapport 
with listeners. Fortunately, it 
fits Robinson's bluesy rasp 
and the band's raucous 
penchant for jamming, like a 
glove. 
The first single "Remedy" 
serves notice of Southern 
Harmony's grit Younger 
brother Rich Robinson and 
new lead guitarist Marc Ford 
tear into the song's opening 
riff ferociously over a swag­
gering riiythm while Robinson 
belts out pleas for satisfaction. 
The song's power is punctu­
ated by a rhythmic coda the 
band will almost cotainly 
extend in their live shows. The 
Crowes continue the boister­
ous fun on "Hotel Illness," 
"My Morning Song," and the 
lead-off track "Sting Me," 
which Robinson begins 
yelping, 'If you feel like a riot/ 
Then don't deny it.' A nice 
piece of unintended irony. 
As they did on 
Moneymaker, however, the 
band is able to successf^ully 
shift into a more somber, 
gospel-flavored mood on 
Southern Harmony. This finds 
Robinson at his vocal and 
lyrical best. 'Thwn In My 
Mde" begins with Rich 
Robinson's wistful acoustic 
The Original 
• PIZZA and PA3T.\^ 
251 W. Baseline San Bernardino 
885-0218 
3 Toppings on 
Large 16" pizza 
$7.95 
take out only 
7 days a week 
25% discount 
with Student LD. 
Anything on the 
menu. 
(Dine in only.) 
Not valid with other dis­
counts or coupons. 
12 Month Lease 
Save Up To 
$905 
6 Month hease 
Save Up To 
$605 
'Lfj'cctivc 
'Kent 
on 
mv 
'Bedrooms 
AsLozoJ^s  
$545 
Kendall 
• I 
5' 
•2 Pools 
•BBQGriU 
•Hay ground 
•Basket / Volleyball Courts 
•Piaiic Areas 
•Central Hea(/Air . 
•Washer/Dryer Hookii^ 
•Extra Storage •On-Site Maintenance 
•Refrigerator •Beautiful Mountain Views 
•Covered Parking •Close To Shopping 
•Vertical Blinds •Across fromCal Sl^ 
•Easy Freeway Access 
llniz'^rsity 5'UCage 
(714) 880-2874' 
1660 Kendall Drive « San Bernardino, Ca. 92407 
UCR Extension 
PLANNING TO TAKE THE 
ORE OR 
GMAT? 
GET PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION 
T H R O U G H  U C R  E X T E N S I O N  
Improve your performance on these competitive tests 
by becoming familiar with the format and content. 
Practice v^th sample tests at the level of difficulty of 
actual exams. 
This program is updated each time it Is given and based 
on a comprehensive analysis of both tests. Insbuctors 
are memory training consultant Scott Bomstein and 
math teacher and consultant Marilyn Simon. 
Times and Dates: 6-9:30 p.m. Fri., August 7 and 14 and 
8:30a.m.-4:30 p.m. Sat., Augusts and 15. 
Fee: $190 
For information or to enroll, call 714-787-4105. 
Preregistration is requested by August 3. 
picking, and gradually layers 
in vintage Hammond B-3 
organ and some sharp percus­
sion from Steve Gorman. 'Do 
you dream to touch m^And 
smile down deep insid^Or 
could you just Idll m^ts hard 
to make up your mind,' sings 
Robinson with dynamic flair. 
"Sometimes Salvation," and 
"Bad Luck Blue Eyes 
Goodbye" feature the same 
slower, bluesy style with Ford 
mixing his choppy leads with 
Rich Robinson's slide playing. 
Studio ace Chuck Leavell, 
who provided tasteful key­
boards on Moneymaker is 
replaced by Ed Hawrysch this 
time around. A mixture of 
piano, organ, and electric 
piano are more prominent on 
Southern Harmony, particu­
larly at the end of "Remedy." 
The Crowes close 
curiously with a cover of Bob 
Marley's 'Time Will Tell." 
Played and sung wearily, it 
seems to be the band's 
response to the growing 
uncertainty felt by its genera­
tion. 
The rough-edged feel of 
the album combined with the 
lack of radio ready hits found 
on the last one probably mean 
Southern Harmony won't be 
as ccNTimercially popular. Like 
many, I liked the uninhibited 
spirit of Shake Your 
Moneymaker, but wondered if 
the Black Crowes were 
legitimate carriers of the 
blues/rock mantle. The 
Southern Harmony and 
Musical Companion is an 
indication that they can indeed 
make fiery, impassioned 
music on their own t^ms. 
OJ 
KSSB*106.3 FM'KSSB*106.3 FM'KSSB«106.3 FM 
8-lOam 
10-12pm 
6-8piTi 
8-lOpm 
10-12am 
12-2un 
MONDAY 
Staff 
TUESDAY 
Hepp-Cat 
Alternative 
WEDNESDAY 
Dan 0 
Classic Rock 
THURSDAY 
Ian Cahir 
Techno/Alt. 
FRIDAY 
Staff 
SATURDAY 
Staff 
SUNDAY 
Staff 
DJ Boston 
Pop-Rock 
Mike Simpson 
Alternative 
Luke Hunt 
Alternative 
Dr. Disco 
Disco 
Kurtster 
RavelAlt. 
Mr. BiU 
Education 
TomCrosty 
Metal 
Hie Mur{4id<^ 
WhalEver 
Les Serious 
Pop-Rock 
Jeff Paiker 
Metal 
Julie D'Arca 
Alternative 
DJT 
Dance/Local 
Sir Jamalot 
Disco/Reggae 
Staff 
Rockin'R^jin 
Heavy Metal 
Mischief 
Hip-Hop 
Diewski 
Industrial 
Sieve ft dteBcxv 
SporuWrap 
Vfa.Rob 
Inletyitws 
Bryan Stanley 
Rock-n-Roll 
Quiet Storm 
Rap 
Staff 
M^ic 
Everything 
Poshman 
Techno/Acid 
DJC 
Top 40 
PaulJuedes 
Alternative 
Hyatt Ryatt 
Metal 
Staff Staff 
X-Man 
Alternative 
Great Unknown 
Alternative 
Mr. Bill 
ScftRock 
Dustin 
Alternative 
HeavmBound 
Christian/Alt. 
ChiUB 
R&B! House 
Ind. Head Ken 
Industrial 
Gavin Muck 
Rock 
Greg McDeath 
Punk 
Metal Cowboy 
Thrash Metal 
K1 em roth 
Alternative 
Staff Staff Eclipse 
All Request 
Tom Crosby 
Metal 
Dr. Benway 
Underground 
DaGirlz 
Alternative 
Shade SL Shag 
RocklComedy 
FieiyJack 
Thrash Metal 
Staff California Kid 
Alternative 
Staff Staff 
le: 680-KSSB.orx5772 
Lacey Loe 
Alternative 
Staff Staff Staff Staff 
MumtxjoQ Prociuct)onCl992 
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CARNIVAL 
"UPSTREAM"-Reggae 
Adult Puppet Show 
Orbotron 
Coors Cutter Putter 
Volleyball 
T-SfflRTS 
Carnival & Party 
THURSDAY 
May 28, 1992 
10am - 2pm -Carnaval 
Lower Commons Patio ^ 
7pm -Midnight -Party 
Wylie's Pub 
ions 
ram 
oard 
« O I • t 
PARTY 
SISTA MAMALADE 
-Alternative Dance 
Ambiance 
Finger Foods 
Give-Aways 
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Classifieds 
For Rent 
Roomate Wanted to share 4 bed­
room, 2 bath NEW home in 
Cimarron ranch. 1/4 utilities, share 
bath. $200/month, $200 deposit. 
Move in July 1st. Nwinal people 
only. O.K.? 887-6191. 
BIG 2 bedroom apartment for lease 
from June 15 to September 21. 
$400/mo. 5 min. from Cal State. 
881-5133. 
Two rooms in house furnished for 
students - including bed, dresser 
and desk. Whole house privileges. 
Quiet neighborhood, 1& l/2miles 
firOTi Cal Slate. $350/mo. perroom. 
Utilities included. Femdes only. 
Non-smoking. 876-5384. 
Cute 3 bedroom, 1 bath house. Big 
fenced yard, front and back. Per­
fect for students. $700/mo. Avail-
^le now. Nice neighborhood in 
San Bernardino. (714) 881-5221. 
Room for rent in beautiful, spa­
cious, 5 bedroom house in Loma 
Linda. Pod, large yard, central 
air/heat, dishwasher, automatic 
garage, fireplace. Full-house i*ivi-
leges. Qlean, quiet neighhwhood. 
Non-smoking. Male only. Move 
in June. (714) 796-5126, Todd or 
Nick. 
For Sale 
1986 Mazda - White RX7 GXL. 
Suiu'oof, bra, tinted windows, new 
tires. Best Offer. Mitch 243-2996. 
1977 Toyota Celica Hatchback. 5 
speed, 2 door, A/C, sunroof, runs 
good. Very reliable transportation. 
Registered through October 1992. 
$950 o.b.o. 887-6191. 
Stweo for sale. Fisher Surround 
Sound with detachable speakers, 
CD, l^ deck, AM/FM, equal­
izer. Sounds awesOTie, woiks great 
only one year old. Paid $3(X), will 
sell for $150.887-6191. 
Services 
Wwd Processing Near Cal State. 
Term papers, resumes, manu­
scripts, theses, dissertations, APA 
and MLA style, all your typing 
needs. Letter quality laser print­
ing. Call Cynthia at 887-5931. 
WORD PROCESSING/TYPING 
Papers, theses, reports. Experi­
enced in APA, MLA, medical & 
Turabian styles. Redlands/ 
Mentone location. Susan Watts 
794-0094. 
Speedy research - rqx)rts $5.(X) 
per page. Over 50,000 topics. 
Materials for research assistance 
use only. Custom research avail­
able. VISA/MC/AMEX. FAX -1-
800-356-9001. 
1 
1 
Chronicle Personals 
$1 up to 15 words 
i; 
Jobs 
END THE SEMESTER WITH A 
BANG! Studentgroups:Earohun-
dreds of dollars each day offering 
Discover Card applications on 
campus. Last chance! 1-800-932-
0528 ext. 99. 
C R U I S E  J O B S  
Cruise Lines Now Hiring. Earn 
$2,000+ per month working on 
cruise ships. Holiday, Summer 
and Full-time employmient avail­
able. For Employment Programcall 
1-206-545-4155 ext. C 702 
•EXTRA INCOME "92"» 
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing 
travel brochures. For infonnation 
send a stamped addressed enve­
lope to: Travel INC., P.O. Box 
2530, Miami, FL. 33161 
Need Tuition Money? Wecan help. 
Freedetails on (250,(X)0+ sources). 
Send SASE to: FAFC 385 S. 
Lemon, Suite E274F, Walnut,CA 
91789. 
CRirTSE JOBS NOW HIRING 
Earn $2,000+/month world 
travel. Holiday, Summer and Ca­
reer employment available. No ex­
perience necessary. FOT employ-
mentprogram call 1-^)6-545-4155 
ext. C629. 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY­
MENT - fisheries. Earn $5,000+/ 
month. Free transportation! Room 
& Board! Over 8,(X)0 openings. 
Male or Female. Most jobs begin 
after June 20. For employment 
programcall l-206-0545-4155exL 
2102. 
^he next issue of The ^ 
Chronicle will include 
a special personals 
section for end-of-the-
year goodbyes and 
announcements. Bring 
them to UH 201.09. 
\ J 
A.S.I. BOX OFFICE 
:r| r 
Discount Tickets 
Adult: 
$17.50 
Child: 
$ 14.00 
Don't pay 
full price! 
Krikorian Theaters $4.00 
AMC Theaters $4.00 
Edwards Theaters $3.75 
Pacific Theaters $4.00 
General Cinema $4.00 
United Artists $4.00 
SoCal Cinemas $3.50 
CSUSB Students $11.00 
CSUSB Faculty and Staff $12.00 
Children $5.00 
A.S.I. T-Shirt.s for $8.00 
Earth Day T-Shirts for $9.00 & $11.00 
Recreation rental cardh fur $10.00 
Discount tickets for Universal Studios and 
Knott's Berry farm 
Our normal business hours are: 
M-9:30 to  6:00 
T - 9:00 to 6:00 
W - 9:30 to 6:00 
Th - 9:00 to 6:00 
F-9:30 to 5:00 
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Want journalistic experience? 
Work for The Chronicle, 
lOve AND Beyond 
Sports 
SCOTT 
MOUNTAIN BIKE RENTALS 
$5.00/HOUR_fJ15^0/4H(HJRS^5_$25.00AUJ)^Y 
£l COUPON T COUPON 
I COMPLETE TUNE-U? BUY 1 TUBE 
5.00^' i GET 1 FBSE 
Exp.&30«2J^ 
iWWBBwmwwwwB?, 
974 Kendall Dnve. Suite «l 
San BernardinOt CA 92407 
Aooaa From Slater Brother* 
(714) 8S6-6614 • Kca (714) 886-1013 
Open Monday - Iriday 7 A.M. - 6 P.M. 
Saturdays A.M. -5 P.M. Sunday 11 A.M. - SPM. 
Some of Our Services include: 
Great For 
Presentations!! 
Enlarge Any 8-1/2" 
* 11" To 18" X 24" 
On A Large 
Selection Of 
Brightly Colored 
Stock On Our 
NEW Poster 
Maker!!! 
Reduce Any 
Newspaper Size 
Original To 
/T'xll"! 8-1 
g 
P*wM T\me OP ^ MatlnMih I erlBMC^i^AtS3 00 \ HOUTO ^HAwTbe Beu | 
RsobI Deal fa Tews, 
PoaucflptLajer Piiiiieu NecwQfMToAB 
Co^uieti. 
One Day l-oil Business Cards, Letterhead. Envelopes 
Many Color Foils to Choose From. Including Rainbo-.v 
Printing - One Color To Pull Color 
Rubber Stamps - Regular A Self-Inking 
Labels - Custom Printed 
Copies - Full And Self-Scrvice 
One Color Copies - Tmspenncies 
Typesetting Layout. Design. A Printing 
Desk Top PuMishing Mac A IBM 
'CuAom Qngihics. Logos A Design 
PuUic Fax Service - Send A Receive 
Binding (Spiral. Velo. Wire. Pull Bound) 
U.P.S. Shipping (Overnight. 2nd Dw/. Regular) 
Laminating While You WUt 
Keys Made While You Wtit 
Wedding. Birth, Aijthrersaiy Aimounanenti 
Folding, Drilling, Sb^ling, Scoring, Etc. 
Mailbor. Rental 
Office Suppli M - Slatkmaiy 
Computer Lab (Macintoth-IBM) 
Poslacripc Laser IVinting 
Resume Packages 
.vVKMOnP 
Ad\^ nced Teili OTrpubers 
*Wholesale *Retail *Consulting 
•Repair *Computer Upgrade 
286-12 system 
Mono $589 VGA $749 
386-40 system 
VGA $1199 S-VGA$1289 
386SX-25 system 
Mono $845 VGA $989 
486-33 system 
VGAS1599 S-VGA $1689 
All systems with Itnb RAM ( n hoard, at 110., J .2 mb Floppy 
Drive, Keyboard, 40mb Hard Drive, Mouse & Pad. 
1130 E.Washinton St. #8 - Colton. Ca. 92324 370-1035 
5116IM 
nPANTXHES'Ths CnnmA 
wrt 
CMHUNITY 
IT K)E5MT HAYi: TO Ei mis VRf. 
BttUMTAlMJUKSE/neOnnclB 
i- ... 
The start of the women's liberation 
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AIDS 
Continued from page 11 
vance of National Ccmdom Week. 
"Many may have seen our 
booth, since we were giving away 
free carnations and condoms and 
educating people on safe sex," 
Levine said. 
"We are always looking for 
more people to join our peer edu­
cation group," Levine said. "We 
have a lot of fun." 
The peer educators are under 
the supervision of Dr. Cynthia 
Paxton from the Health Science 
department and Dr. J ill Rocha from 
the campus' Health Cent^. 
The program's seven peer 
educators are Keith Benton, Bill 
Berkley, Dawn Levine, Cynthia 
Osthing, Julie Pa'ez, Aleta 
Rodriguez and Jenne Young. 
All students are welcome to 
join the AIDS Peer Education Pro­
gram. For more information on 
office hours call 880-5241. 
PaxttHi also directs an AIDS 
support group on campus. To 
contact her, please call extension 
5343. 
CD Review: Mignlght oil burns blue 
by Mitchell Halbrelch 
Chronicle staff writer 
Finally, a band has come out 
with a live album worth listening 
to. Midnight Oil has just released 
their live album "Scream in Blue 
Uve." 
"Scream in BlueLive" wasn't 
just the recording of one particular 
Midnight Oil concert. Songs on 
this album come from five differ­
ent concerts as early as 1982 and 
Spring €ye 
With Coupon Thru 5! 30192 
as recent as 1990. 
After the opening track, 
"Scream in Blue," Midnight Oil 
sets up a furious pace with the old 
KROQ hit "Read About It." Peter 
Garrett rasps his vocals as the rest 
of the band tries to keep up. 
The first five tracks keep up a 
fairly rapid pace until the sixth 
track "Stars of Warburton," on the 
bands prioralbum"BlueSky Min­
ing." "Stars of Warburton" al­
though a little bit slower than the 
prior tracks is moving enough in 
the melody and lyrics to warrant 
being on this live album. 
A lot of people who aren' t big 
Midnight Oil fans probably re­
member their smash hit "Beds Are 
Burning" from their album "Die­
sel and Dust." 
Two other great tracks from 
"Diesel and Dust" that were scnne-
what popular "Sell My Soul" and 
"Sometimes" are included on 
"Scream in Blue Live." 
An interesting note is that both 
the album sleeve and cover list 
only twelve tracks. However thir­
teen areon the album, the last one 
sounding like it was just recorded 
in the studio. 
"Scream in Blue Live" is a 
must for fans of Australian group 
Midnight Oil. Anybody who has 
seen this group live can identify 
with this album as it captures the 
spirit and passion of Midnight Oil. 
rCoiored Contacts! \ 
For Dark Eyes 
^ ISO for 2 Pall 
I f)W SphcrcK 
I  ( < ) n > >  .  K i L i i m  A t l i l n ' l .  
MIRAGE 2000 GLARE-CUTTING 
ANT1REFLECTIUN LENSES 
With A Free 2 Year 
Rcplacefncnt Warranty 
.J L. 
*35 OFF 
, 
Programmed Daily CX. Pkg. 
The Healthiest Option 
> lOxiiiii • I'nlliiw U|i • Ciirc Kit 
• 4 pairs (T/'s toi (^11111 (rri v Ki-pliii i-nu'tjl 
$185 COMPLETE 
I'llra Flex Siiiiirt I'hoUe 
Si. 
Northside Optometry g-, 
Q67 Kendall Drive • 886-6805 
, !  
o Sat. & Eve. Appls. 
• Insurances 
9
DR. (.f:RALI) II. SHEPAHD, O.D. 
I ••'•i.iii \ I'iKMi.' i-cii i.ii.iix I 
NURSING-
WITHACAPITAL'U" 
Youll enjoy the highest level of profession­
alism as an Anny Reserve Nurse. 
Youll be a valued member of our Health 
Care Team with lots of responsibility. Youll 
enhance your nursing skills, and develop your 
leadership skills while on duty—usually one 
weekend a month plus two weeks' Annual 
Training. 
In return, youll earn good pay and benefits 
—the respect due an officer in the Army 
Reserve—the pride that comes from perform­
ing an important service for your country. 
Think about it. Then think 
about us. Then call. 
1-800-USA-ARMY 
BEAU YOU CAN BE. 
ARMY RESERVE 
The Chronicle 
Personals -
only $l.oo 
Classified Ads 
only $5.oo 
Bring them to 
UH 201.09 
Drive nets 46 
units of blood 
Forty-six people gave the Gift 
of Life on Thurs^y, May 7, by 
donating to Cal State, San 
Bernardino's blood reserve fund. 
Another seven attempted to do­
nate, but were deferred for a vari­
ety of medical reasons. 
"The Health Center would like 
to thank these special donors and 
applaud the Student Health Advi­
sory Committee for hosting the 
blo<xl drive," Cecilia McCarron of 
the Student Health Center said. 
She extended appreciation to 
the student workers who worked 
at the registration tables and to 
businesses which donated discount 
coupons, tee shirts and gift certifi­
cates including the Coyote Bodc-
store.Recreational Sports, Jerseys 
Pizza and the San Bernardino 
Blood Bank. 
Letters— 
Continued from page 4 
in-Chief Chartene S. Hurley] accu­
rately reported the key elements of 
this matter. 
Our students will find it help­
ful to learn that, while the Health 
Center will be closed in July and 
August, it willbe open right up imtil 
June 30, and will re-open Septem-
bo" 1. 
We want students to know that 
the Health Center willbe able to fill 
most prescriptions to last over the 
summer. Also, the Health Center 
stafr will make arrangements with 
individual patients for outside re­
ferrals so that continuity ofcarecan 
be smoothly maintained. 
This means thaL with careful 
planning, most students will still be 
able to benefit from this valuable 
SCTvice without interruption. 
Jill Rocha, MJ). 
Director, Health Center 
tvrvvvvTtrrvvvvvTnnnrvTiprnprsinrsTrn'ireTSVvvVTVTTVt'i't'a'STo o d ib • 
The Totally Hip Club 
,  , T E K N O  •  A G I O  •  H O U ^ E  ,  
Mhiok* i m 
r • 18 
W i 
(7H) 
5-714- MISSION SOULEVAKO RIVERSIDE. CALIFORNIA 
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The Budw^ser. 
Sports Page 
Featuring Cal State Rec Sports 
V-ball stuff 
Hey Spike, What Do You Like? 
For all of you who have 
been asking "Where's the 
stuff (get it) on volleyball?", 
well here it is. Mary's 6-pak 
are killing (get it) the compe­
tition witha 16-0rec(Hil, but 
Noel's Straight Down is set­
ting (get..ah fcM^get it) them­
selves up for a showdown 
with the 6-pak, at 13-2. Back 
to that ever important art of 
gambling, put a wager down 
for the Un^rachievers, they 
look surprisingly tough. But, 
for you hardcores, keep an 
eye on Rex Port's underdog 
Jersey's Specials. 
Be-bop-a-lew-a- baby 
what I say 
An asttmishing 54 stu­
dents participated in the 
"Walk of Life," Walk for 
Wellness, on May 13. The 
Walk was conducted under 
the guise of a poker walk. 
Walkers received a playing 
card at each of the five sta­
tions on the course and, in the 
end, Marie Sanden held the 
winning hand. Mark won a 
one year membership to 
Gold's Gym (lai't that were 
Hans and Franz wwk out?). 
Tina Rojas, Mark Williams, 
and Julie Kim were also 
among the 28 prize winners. 
Those believing that they, 
too, were prize winners can 
pick up their winnings frtm 
Judy, in PE122. 
Where's my Rex Ports Tee-Shirt? 
Stck it to Ya 
Women's Hockey 
Tournament? Hammond 
Eggs, recently hired by the 
Rex Port's office, wants to 
conduct a one-day hockey 
tournament for women only. 
We need at least four teams, 
so if anyone is interested, 
please call Hammond, Rex, 
Joe, (John, Paul, George, or 
Ringo) or anyone at X5235. 
Answers? We 
don't need no 
stinkin' answers. 
(Oh yes we do) 
Q: I have entered every in­
tramural event, but have yet 
to win a single game. How 
will I ever get an official "Air 
Coyote" t-shirt? 
A: Never wcm a game, huh? 
Well you know, it's like the 
Answer man's dad used to 
say: "In life thwe are win­
ners, and th^e are losers. As 
ItHig as you're one of them, I 
am proud." Keeping with that 
tradition, if you have com­
peted in ten different intra-
muraleventsand participated 
at least 30 times, then you 
loo, can have your \ery own 
l-shirt NEXT! 
Q: Will the gym be open 
during the summer? 
A: Yes, excqH fw the times 
occupied by spivts camps. 
Plan on the gym being open 
htonday thru Friday 9:00am 
to 4KX)pm. The gym will be 
open for baricetball on Mon­
day evenings from 6KX^xn 
to 9:(X)pm. and fw volleyball 
(Ml Thursday evenings 6:00 
to 9:00, too. NEXT! 
Q: Whk color will the ever 
popular, always in demand 
Rex Port's t-shiits be next 
year? 
A: SlammCT Gray, in honor 
of the, soon-to-be gradu^-
ing, Delgado Bros. Ideas fcM 
the specific design are being 
taken at the House of Rex, 
PEl 11 orcall X5235.NEXT! 
Kn(x:k, knock. Who's 
n(M there? Bi^ Green. David 
Glee, Manual Gaytan, Tim 
Barham, and Mike Tillman. 
If they were there, tfiey would 
have picked up t^ir (toorOc) 
prizes  by now at  re iH.  
C'mon guys thwe art starv-
ingchildren in the wCMld (just 
had to give equal time to 
things my mom used to say). 
Until NEXT! timc^Rosesare 
red, and the violets are blue, 
get of your lazy butts and do 
someMng with your miser­
able lives you jc-aargh-ouch-
wait they'll never take me 
alive, heellpp. (A oote from 
the editors- TteBC/D answer 
guy has cracked. All the 
King's horses, and all the 
King's people have been no­
tified.) 
THIS BUD'S FOR TOU 
I I 
CO 
a 9 
<• 
A a > ——1 JJUJL 
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SHORTS 
California State Univer­
sity, San Bernardino has re­
ceived financial approval for a 
new 155,0(X)squarefooiHealth 
and Physical ^ucation Com­
plex. 
Plans for the complex in­
clude two stories of ofBce, lob­
bies and classroom; one base­
ment level for male and female 
locker rooms; and a 5,000 seat 
gymnasium. 
Blueprints for the complex 
are in the plan-check stage, 
awaiting design ^proval. No 
date has been set to begin con­
struction, but architect Vincent 
Dinh hopes to start in July of 
this year. If the project does 
station time, the complex should 
be completed fa* use in the Call 
of 1993. 
Approval for the complex 
was timed alongside Cal States 
completion of their first year of 
NCAA Division II competition. 
TheNCAA has decided that 
CSUSB will not receive any 
sanctions fa* rules violaticfis th^ 
occurred in the women's bas­
ketball program. 
The open admission of 
former women's basketball 
coach Gary Schwartz's two vio­
lations gained the attention of 
the NCAA, but was deemed "not 
serious raough to warrant sanc-
ti<Mis." 
The violations woe ex­
cused as minor and inadvotent, 
even after reviewing his long 
history as a Division I and Divi­
sion 11 coach. 
The Cal State, San Bernar­
dino baseball team got some 
relief from a tough rookie sea­
son in the CCAA when two of 
its players received ALL-Con-
f^nce honws. 
Utility man John Smith 
capped off an amazing colle­
giate comeback story, captur­
ing Second Team All-CCAA 
honors. 
Second baseman Ed 
Zamora,an offensive spaiicplug 
for the Coyotes all year, was 
named All-CCAA Honorable 
Mention. -Nick Naaarian 
Linksters tee up at nationals 
Golfers gofer Division II crown in South Carolina 
by John Andrews 
Chronicle sports editor 
The Cal Stale, San Bernar­
dino Golf Team is putting the close 
on a "Cind^ella" season at the 
NCAA Divison II National Cham­
pionships in Spartanburg, South 
Carolina, May 19-22. 
After upsetting highly ranked 
Cal State, Stanislaus at the West-
em Regional last month, the Coy­
ote linksters slipped into the 
nation's t(^ twenty Division 11 
teams at number 18, and received 
a national championship berth. 
The Coyotes got off to a slow 
start firing a first round 309 Tues­
day , May 9. Mark Andrews led the 
Coyotes with an even par 72 while 
other standouts Rich 2!lapata and 
Greg Wilson struggled to 77 and 
79 respectively. CoachBobSmith 
said the teams 19 stroke deficit is 
not insurmountable and their first 
round jitters will pass. 
'They may have been trying a 
little too hard," said Smith in a 
telephone int^iew from his hotel 
room in Spartanburg. "After play­
ing so well in Portland there was 
bound to be a little let down." 
The Coyotes were spurred by 
Smith's pre^ction improving by 
12 stirpes in the second round to 
297 and an outside shot at winning 
the toumamenL 
Smith said his team had 
peaked of late and showed little 
anxiety in preparing for the trip 
east. 
"These kids have a great atti­
tude," said Smith. "I think they 
may have been a little too loose ^  
anything," he said. 
The team arrived three days 
before the tournament to play two 
practice rounds and adjust to their 
unfamiliar surroundings. 
"The university and David 
Suenram gave us plenty of time to 
get used to the course," said Smith. 
Smith said the Coyotes were 
fortunate enough to play some 
courses similar to Woolford in 
Northern California a few weeks 
before the tournament. He said 
there WCTC some things, however, 
that his players could not prepare 
fw. 
"It has been extremely humid 
since we got here," said Smith. 
"Scxnebody said it was around 93 
pCTcent." 
The CSUSB golfers ability to 
ov^ome other seemingly minor 
factors, like tec time, and pairings. 
Smith said would determine their 
ability to get back in the tourna­
ment 
Flaying in the tournament is 
not without its physical hazards 
either. When reporting the second 
round scores to the Cal State, Ath­
letic Office, Smith said the team 
"Came on despite the ct^perhead 
snakes all over the course." 
It will clearly take a series of 
low rounds from most of the Cal 
State Golfers to capture the Divi­
sion II title but Smith said the team 
has probably exceeded anyone's 
expectations at the start of the sea­
son. 
"These guys have been all 
business this year," he said. 
"They've answered challenges all 
year." 
7he E.nvironmeniQi 
Commiffee would 
like fa remind ^yqu: 
When you see a blue 
bin, drop a can in. 
A C A D E M I C  C E N T E R S  
(714) 697-0111 
^Master's (Degree In (PsycftoCogy 
Emphasis In: 
Marriage, Family, and Child Counseling 
1 Moreno Valley Academic Center Evening Classes 6:00 to 10:30 
22620 Golden Crest Drive Suite 105 Moreno Valley, OA. 92553 
